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The following articles are among those presently accepted for publication in 
Historiu Muthematica. Their order in this list does not necessarily reflect the order 
in which they will appear in future issues of the Journal. 
EMILY GROSHOLZ: “Two Leibnizian Manuscripts of 1690 Concerning Differential 
Equations” 
J. E. HOFMANN: “Wie ist wohl Demokrit zum Rauminhalt der Pyramide gekom- 
men?” 
M. PANTEKI: “William Wallace and the Introduction of Continental Calculus to 
Britain: A Letter to George Peacock” 
CRAIG FRASER: “Joseph Louis Lagrange’s Algebraic Vision of the Calculus” 
JAN P. HOGENDIJK: “Observations on the Icosahedron in Euclid’s Elements” 
EDDIE SHOESMITH: “The Continental Controversy over Arbuthnot’s Argument 
of Divine Providence” 
TAKAO HAYASHI: “Var&hamihira’s Pandiagonal Magic Square of the Order Four” 
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